The impact of UV/H2O2 advanced oxidation on molecular size distribution of chromophoric natural organic matter.
The impact of hydroxyl radical (*OH) on the molecular weight distribution of natural organic matter (NOM) was investigated. *OH was generated via the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by ultraviolet (UV) radiation of 254 nm, also known as UV/ H2O2 advanced oxidation (AO). Additionally, the impact of combined membrane and UV/H2O2 treatment on the molecular weight distribution of NOM was studied. High performance size exclusion chromatography (HPSEC) was used to determine the apparent molecular weight (AMW) distribution of chromophoric NOM (CNOM). Prior to AO, 33% of the CNOM in the water had AMW greater than 1400 Da. Meanwhile, lower AMW CNOM made up smaller amounts of the CNOM, with CNOM of AMW less than 450 Da making up 5% of the total. Under the AO conditions typically applied in drinking water treatment applications, NOM was not mineralized but was partially oxidized resulting in significant reduction in aromaticity. *OH preferentially reacted with higher AMW CNOM and the fragmentation of high AMW CNOM led to the formation of smaller AMW CNOM. Ultrafiltration removed all CNOM greater than 1400 Da AMW and a large portion of other high AMW fractions. In the absence of high AMW CNOM, *OH reacted more readily with all AMW fractions leading to a reduction in concentration of most AMW fractions. Whereas *OH reacted nonspecifically with all AMW fractions, the reaction rate between *OH and CNOM was observed to be dependent on molecular size.